
INDY ELEVEN QUOTE SHEET 
INDY ELEVEN  0 : 2  LOUISVILLE CITY FC 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 2021 
IUPUI MICHAEL A. CARROLL STADIUM – INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
 
 
INDY ELEVEN INTERIM HEAD COACH MAX ROGERS  
 
Overall thoughts on the performance:  
 
“I thought we started well again. And then we give up a sloppy goal and then that allows 
Louisville to defend a little bit deeper and have more in counter attacks and ways to get us 
caught up a little bit. We again just couldn't find that finishing touch. A lot of these games it’s 
about who makes a mistake; capitalizing on that can get you three points and that's been the 
case tonight.” 
 
On how he felt his squad matched Louisville’s intensity:  
 
“That's never been a question from these players in any of the games that I've been in charge 
with. It's just that we haven't been able to finish the chances or take good care of that last pass 
and open up the scoring opportunity. We did it two or three times, but that’s not enough 
considering the position we’re in, and then on the flip side they did so.  
 
“But the lads worked really hard, they certainly kept going right to the end. And you have to 
give credit to Louisville. The way they saw the game out was very professional, and that always 
makes it difficult against a good side. We have to take the positives from tonight, and for me 
that was that we were matching or performing better for some periods of time, just have to be 
better with the chances when we get them.” 
 
On looking ahead to a crucial stretch of three road games in eight days’ time: 
 
“We've got a lot of games against teams that are fighting for points around us. Not that today 
was going to be a bonus – we obviously want to pick up a win today –  but we haven't. It’s a 
tough one tonight, and we obviously need to pick up points at this stage of the season, so now 
we have to move on from it quickly, learn from it, and make sure that we're ready to go again 
on Wednesday. If we can have that intensity and sort of belief in the remaining games we’ll give 
ourselves a real good chance. 
 


